
Dear 2earl, 	 10/18/72 

°incidence your letter of the 11th coming today. Yesterday afternoon I was mowing 
a piede if hillside I'mu leberatine from the honeysuckle, loneegrowine roses and seele 
trees and bushes, with a lawn-mower yet, and wishing I had a machete with ne to chop at 
what I couldn't cut with the mower. Then this morning I heard the first support far te 
'triso fiction on 'Juba, China and narcotics. It was restricted to 'lane and came from a 
eaxine Corps general, Wal*, who was defending everyone else. eo there is aereement with 
Striso from the extreme right. 't also included an editor early this morning, on TV. his 
name is W. Stanton Evans. 

These are not the ways I prefer 0 think about you! In such company! 
Forget about the machete. I didn t realize there was a duty on such things. I'll now 

have to dope out how to make myself a-scabbard. Can be done. 
I can t always help, but please try to think of the ways in which i eight and include 

what would'be needed. ''xample: two references to an unnamed L.A. lawyer. There is a reporter 
there fromethem I might easily get a dependable rundown. 

The lawyer should have advised you of the sequence of events. January is not far away. 
advance copies will be out before then. If you can t think of anyother way of getting; one, 
you should have a press friend there who could write for a review copy based on the Playboy 
piece. They are generally available three months prepub, in this case proofs at least four 
months ago. If they are really striving for a moviex, they'll plaster the review copies. 

Ile own view is that regardless of what the sequence is, the duty of a writer is to 
write. So, write. Don't ignore the possibility that their Soak excites interest but isn't 
the best movie approach. I think I've sug ested the most viable in that medium. This does 
not preclude anything else or interfere with any timing the lawyer may prefer. 

If Furst is a picture agent, the more he sees the more he is able to get interested, 
and the more interested ho becomes, the better the possibilities of his doing someteine. 
That I saw in the draft of the igest piece is not the best foot to put forward. 

I think you are wrong to try to sect an article before you havethe book. et is always 
better to have the article plug the book and, in fact, come from it. 
• ie) conflict between a book and suing for theft, as I see it. The more hurt done your 
book, the more damilge attributable to the theft of part, no? So, WRITE. 

Striso: I don t believe you that I'm wrong. I donot care hew straight you think he is. 
He can be st eight-and huts, for one illustration. But his feeding you bum steers and 
bad influences is not something I'll ignore or attribute to his being so "straight". no 
serves purposes and interests other than yours and he either lies to you or is intellieunce. 
He is feeding; you aireactionay political line that can t have avlidity and telling you 
of himself what can t be true. And I have enough awareness of his past with me and others 
on the JFK thinp 

Drugs: Can t evaluate Joel's brother as a source but Turner? You gotta be kidding to 
believe anything he says NOW because he seys it. But if you want some example, be my guest! 

isn't oven a good crook. lie was one of the worse influences on t.arriosn, who could do 
badly enough without any. I'm geing to drop the drug stuff. .ake your own mistakes, but I 
had to see you making those of others and your work and integrity suffering for it. 

Striso's letters: check on copies. His reasons? Withoee knowing more I can only guess. 
That this is rubbish ho is giving  you is no guess. I don't think anything; else is essential. 
But with more knowledge, perhaps a reasonably certain analysis can be made. That is the not 
the imeediatelyeimportant thing. Xelaxiag all that.crap from your work and mind is. Don't 
let his intrusion louse up a good thing. 4Jeeides, you donqt know how intelligence operates, 
whether directly or indirectly, and they alone often meow their purposes. "ho 	figure 
the sick? 30, I say the first thing is what he has told you, and that is all bad and 
destructive of the work. Politics is another possible explanation. e..o.goance,, Self-
iepertance. ealey. You can get lost in them, but not once you recognize that he had lied 
and di:itxorted and misrepresented.You ask me to define him. Excuse a simplified one:wreng. 
If you need more, ask. I think that is enough. The other areas are conjectural and wily if 
there is no need to know more than that he is wrong worry about more? 

"Do you know Garrison saw his ma and said most of it seemed to check out?" 
PEARL! I take it you mean he told you this. No, I didnc,t know, and if I believed it, 

it would convince me even more. Garrison i5 rabid and has no idea of what is fact, what 
false, what the creation of his mind, manufactured from nothing more than desire. I know 



fairly well, know his mind and its workings, who he like and dislikes and why, what he thinks as of the time I know about it(it can be entirely different the next time), and know that he sera' he had doubts about Striso in 12/68, because he so told me. That doesn't mean before or after that date, and all it means is what he aaid. his need not be what he thinks he thought then or did at any other time. But with his record, you consider this has meaning, soeething on Which you can depend? The fact is, I dideet even know that Striso has a ms. but if he does, then there is another potential motive. I doubt he is the only way of finding Teresa. But ifklle is, ask him. You can find her through the city directory ane the post office. Stay away from Jerry and toll him nothing now, but he could do this for you if school isn t snowing him under. nlese she has left stew York. Try writing her at her last address. 
Watergate: You told-  me long ago that the "mbassy had boon told to pretend there is no sech  thine. lioreal„ But I think I asked you about Leer investigation. When you see the oldlawyer again, ask him about Ogarxio Srhs connections of the 503, which is when Hunt was in hexico City with a State 'department cover but working for CIA. hunt speaks Spanish and has som many aliases I'd not be able to recall all those of which 4.  know. 
Age: it is •relative. compared to what? -Low I felt onlynyestorday; when I could outwear any college boy you know. I put in 19-20 hours yesterday and I feel it. Aro years ago I didn't really feel 20. I'vebeen trying to get at least sic hours sleep. We have many probleme, and I suppose they are largely responsible. So is physical abuse for too many years. "Jo is the fact that I am 60 and get too little exercise. I'vegbt what -L hope is not a rale chauvinist pig attitude that the male body requires a certain amount of physical exertion. I'll not get any this afternoon because ill has a sick headache, is a bit unsteady on her feet, ann. I won't leave her alone in the house while I'm chopping or mowing or whatever I'd be doing. I guess that part of it alsois how much I want to do and how ::lany thilIL:s prevent it. end how much I do because I have to, not because I want to any longer. nike work on the hay case. The challenge is gone and I'm dealing eith nuts. There is too much to do to have to prevent all the foolishness nuts try. There is only one more certain way of aml4ng enemies' being right. 	ee. Three years ago I didn t feel old: Now I do. I don't believe it is all physical weariness. So, I'm trying to tackle each thing I have a chance to bring to an end eto work my way ea. of the many problems requiring attention. I am aware of your problem in getting down to writing. I have it now. And I long so... Put the powder puff away and put the nose to the grindstone. I'm not trying to pry, but I have met many people in and.axound pub./Jelling, some in the law and movies, so when you mention any, unless you daunt want to, give me names and if I know anything, I'll give you what ' know. 

Best regards, 
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Alpes 366 
Hexico 10, DF 
Oct. 11, 1372 

Dear Harold, 

Thanks for the lecture. I needed it. I suppose pressure 
and the combined efforts of disgust and disillusion and 
still more - caused the momentary loss of confidence and 
purpose. Also involved is confusion. For example, I have 
just located a lawyer in Los Angeles whom I explained my 
financial situation to. He Wrote back that since he feels 
the book will be a success and no doubt a movie made of it, 
much money is involved. And he said when he has further 
proof of my claim, we could work out a reasonable monetary 
situation. The confusion lies in what do I do first. Sue? 
Look for a publishing company? Wait to see what happens 
with the ms. already in -NY? 

And let me brief you on Franz Furst. What a disappointment. 
When he received the ms. last June, he wrote back that it 
was terribly interesting but that he didn't know whether or 
not TRUE would have interest at the moment. Recently I wrote 
that if XWXYL TRUE were not interested, to try it some where 
else as it was most timely. So what happens? TRUE informed 
him they never received the ms and would Iepond another! So 
I sent another to a friend who is seeing what he can do with 
tt before sending it to Furst as a last ditch effort. So, it 
appears Furst it mainly a picture agent and hasn't a nose for 
articles at all. Besides, on several occasions I wrote the 
ms. should be blown up into a book and could he find a 
publishing company. He doesn't even reply on this. As for 
finding a publishing company, I might be able to through - a 
friend here who has a friend in NY in the business. However, 
and as I wrote the L. A. attorney, would my writing a book 
interfere wits. a law suit? Or does one thing have nothing 
to do with the other? 

Thanks to you, the book is forming in my mind and the only 
person I really want to see is Teresa, the woman who claims 
she is Vidal's widow. 

As for Striso, if I read you correctly, believe me, you're wrong. 
The guy is straight out of the Adams family and gives me the 
creeps. It's just that he throws so many bones, that one 
wonders if one of them might have a little meat. Besides, he 
knows where I can locate Teresa, a thing we discussed in NY 
last January. 

As for the drug business, my main Interest is that it's pretty 
disgusting to live in a society where governments seem to be 
more controlled by such operations - than the operations are 
controlled by governments. I do not intend going into this 
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very deeply in the book, but I most certainly will imply the 
connection, which you've read in the ms. 	Remarks by Joel's 
brother and a written note to me from Turner do much more 
than imply. There's more, too. Arid of course the trio 
who grabbed the book can't write it. 

I'd be glad to send you the machete, but the duty on it woad 
be more than its value. $o will see how it can be gotten to 
you. 

Frankly, it's too much trouble to send you the stuff Striso's 
written, as having copies made is costly and time-consuming. 
However, I'm tryiln.;: very had to swiniz a deal which means 
an airline ticket in exchange for stories - and am awaiting 
a reply from a girlfriend in YY - as the people I stayed 
with before are in Europe. If this comes off, will bring the 
file on him with me. And by the way, although you say you've 
typed him and gave me the reasons - I still don't know what 
his purpose is. I don't in any way have your experience, 
nor perhaps the experience you think I have. I've only been 
in this newspaper business since I'm divorced (although I've 
been writiu since I learned to read) - so would appreciate 
your defining Striso - why does he do all this feeding? Not 
only to me, but Ramparts, Garrison, Congressmen - and he 
insists it isn't money he wantei What do you think he wants? 
Do you know Garnison saw hio ms. and said most of It seemed 
to check out? 

I wish I could help you re Watergate, but even the American 
Embassy has been told to pretend it never had a Mexican 
connection. For the moment, all is quiet. 

Take care and stop thinking about age, everything is relative! 
(Compared to what!) 

Best o you and Lil, 


